Fish Word Search

Some of the animals below are fish. Some are not. Circle the animals that are fish. Cross out the animals that are not fish.

CARP  BLUE WHALE  MARLIN  STARFISH
CATFISH  GREAT WHITE SHARK  PENGUIN  SWORDFISH
CLOWNFISH  GUPPY  PERCH  TADPOLE
CRAB  HADDOCK  PUFFERFISH  TROUT
CROCODILE  JELLYFISH  SEAHORSE  TUNA
DOLPHIN  LOBSTER  SMALLMOUTH BASS  TURTLE
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Some of the animals below are fish. Some are not. Circle the animals that are fish. Cross out the animals that are not fish.

Carp
Catfish
Blue Whale
Great White Shark
Marlin
Penguin
Starfish
Swordfish
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